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V'-;; : / ' : : '

: fills tliesi @ pr© sent s a aew transforaei’l© gs driTing~ 
point synthesis procedure whioti generally requires a reason
able nmtifber of elementst) Although this method may be son™ 
sidered to he a fully general oneit may require in 
certain oases more elements than some other known synthesis 
procedures & yr v ̂ ^  - : :, I'/ - '

The ■ main idea of this .method is the removal from the 
given function of ah immediately realizable component which 
will .leave a less coirplen remainder0 To do that^ certain 
general cohditions are first established^ then four inanedi” 
ately realizable components are developed^ An augmenting 
polyhomi.al is found to be ah essential tool for this method*

1 The process of det-eimdning. such aipolynamial is ' also given0 
.One© the satisfactory polynomial is founds the procedure 
becomes'merely a number of similar cycles in which the 
remainder is reduced, in complexity until synthesis is com**. -
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CH A M R  -X,

1UKIGDIIGT101 ' :V; '

. ) : Statement of the ,Problem
. This thesis: is honce^heh ;T$ith:̂:tlie,; synthesis of the 

dniving=point impedance 02?, admittance of lumpeds . linearg' 
finiteP passives hii&t^2?s,i>''epnstaiiii .netwonksp Such net« /
'■ - hare ; three' kinds of: element s'9 haiaeiy 9: r ■
inductohs9 and eap^eitors6,. W  ihduetdhoe may' occasionally ;

the Included in these network So '' t;’v . ■ ■ ' , in-:. - li
l; There are several different methods for, driving-point 

impedahce '.syhthe sis in exi stence s each of which has it si own ■ ; 
disadvantages . thdt make it unsatisfactory in one way - dr, - . ' 
anothero ' ’ " i'\
. ,Although the early methods of Brune^ and Darlington2
were general in the sense that they could be applied to all 
driving«point functions^ namely all positive realg rational 
driving =>point Impedance or admittance functions9 they failed 
to avoid the use of .mutual inductaneeso This feature is 
rather anhoying to the engineers who physically construct 
the electrical network^ and is considered in many applicaG

V 1q6 grune 9 88 Synthe sis Of a Finite Two Terminal _ Met-
work ‘Whose' Driving-Point impedance- is a 'Prescribed Function ' 
of Frequency918 ' 'J0 Math and phySo9 ' Volo. 10  ̂Hoc 3S Oct5
imv'ppa 191- # ; :  ,.' v - . . ... .. . . •

2‘So Darlington^ ^Synthesis' "of Reactance 4 Pole3$,18: ..
:-'$6 Math and phys0s Yolo lo9 Septo 1939s PPo 2.57a353o
-■-1 - V: : 1 nr '



,; V.' <:'' : : . : . . ^ ' ':: :.;::/:/..; // 2 ̂ - ... / /
■ ga-ifce; ob jectl,onabl© in gglte of tlie historieal and .
'theoretical. :i^b'rtanqe b%^b^ metho&bo . ' ' ' ' ,

Sh® more, recent, methoS of Bott and Duffin retains
the generality of older .methods .and dispenses vfith mutual

%indxictanae.s& She main disadvantages of this method 'a,re , 
first 9 the large nimber of redundant element s required for 

, realising; high=degree functionss and second^ the littl® 
light, it sheds on the logio behind the various ■st.eph- Of ■ '
synthesis'o ' - ' '
'/ ' ' Miyata,fi s method^ otrercomes" both of these dfB-advan®
. t age So It nses a reasonable number of elements^ and it is. 
based upon a logical interpretatlon of the properties, of . . .:
itepedanee; fonctions.> ̂ Senerality'p. heweveris lost| since 
®yata* s method is . concerned with a restricted class of .
■ .these-:functionŝ .';' : ' '-f ' :  ' '. -v . ■ ' ■ ■

One can reasonably assumep however9 that any fully
■ general .method, of. .:syiithesis9 ; or at least the ones now known9 
. must sacrifice .economy of elements "for the sake of. gen©r=
alityo The very fact that it is general means it must 
treat all functions indiscriminatly regardless, of' 'any 
speciil case or the different special.-properties tUncti.ons .
may posse ssf ■ ,

"Bo Bott and B6' lo Siffihs s fnpedance. Synthesis fith« 
out Use of fransfd$merss® Jo Applo .fhysd  ̂Void 2Q9 Hoc 89
'»a6» 1* 9, B= 8160 , ' : :: . '

, T'a- Miyata, HA Ifew System of Two Ten’mlnal Synthe- si s.y 13 J.> 121st y EieCy .Sngr-3y (Japan};. Voly 35 s May 1952y 
PP. 311-218, ... I- .. ...... : ; y . . .



Shat is'1 neededg "iiwe. tie thods - that: e not
fnlly _ genenals but rather deal with special .elas.ses of ^
t:l:ohSo' / Si©h these classes of functions cover all the . 
classes of rational positlve real functlonss then the prob=>. 
lera of drlvlng“point Impedance;-synthesis will be imch : : •
closer to . 4 complete solutioiio .. . - ^
. ' Such a method is developed in this theslso- Before
going into a detailed discussion of this method9 a chron
ological account of the ■development of driving«=poinf imped- 
ane© synthesis is now in orders

■" (112) M Chronological' Account ■’ " ; ■./,
; fh©; first, major■ contribution to driving =>90int imped- 

: ance synthesis was that of Brunei" ; This'method starts with; 
a minimum .resistives minimum conductiveP minimum-,heactiveg ; 
and minimtam; Sueeptive' functiohq. ■ .: ih - plain language s it IS :
 ̂imposslhle to; Split off from. such fthicf ion "a;: Single; resi^- 
. or r, ;a 'single induct or s ■ a ■ single ; eapacitdr/ or an indue t:or« 1 . 
capacitor- combinations. in series of in "par al lei p without , . 
spoiling' the, posibive-real property of thi s. function®

, Heverthelessr, Brune s 3. method ignores this , fact| a - :,
’ simple reactive element, Is split off from the given !8mini
mum.11 function leaving - a remainder that : Is not positive 
real9 -or not porog as It is commonly ahbreviatedo.. -The value 
of this element a t • the' real frequency at which the



function real part vanisiieesis dhbsen to-' >e ; ecaual. to, the ' 
purely imaginary value of the function at the same real fre» 
: # e n c y , ^  i ^ v . 1 . . -  : :■ ■ ..... .

_ Thus $ the removal of that reaotive element will make 
the Imaginary' part,['of the remainder' vanish at Because '
• of this fact5 . and hecause. the real part also vanishes at 
Wo, the remainder itself will have a zero at s s

ihis cah easily he removed from the reciprocal. fune~ 
tion as' a, j^.axis poleo The remainder this time will have 
a. zero at .zero . frequencyWhen this zero is removed̂  the 
■complexity ,of the function is f educe do . ; . ‘ •

 ̂__ , _ . The same cycle can he applied again̂  each time _re« 
duciiig' the ftmctlW; coi^iek^tyw - is .00#=,: .
pletedo This processs however« yields some reactive ■
. elements"with negative values,which are g of, course 9; physi" . 
callt unrealizableo But'the special topological conflgur= • 
at ion of the network and the particular values of elements 
ohtainedp.always; permit mutual inductances (coupled coils • 
or transformefs) to ahsorh the negatiye~valued • elements©'.,': ■ ;:;

.Thus9 only by using mutual inductance does,Brune«s 
method yield a 'physically fealizahle netwofeko . henceg mutual. 
Inductances generally typify. Bruners networkŝ , •This fact 
has made this method; generally impractical̂  hut has not 
reduced its theoretical yalueo It was the first; to prove 
hoth the 'sufficiency and, necessity of the p0 fo. character 
of rational functions for their realizahility. as driving” 
point functions- of •passivê  lumped networkso ’ . ;



V : • ■ . 5
' :In 1939s Darlingtoa*^ demonstrated tihak any po j?o 

dai'Tingp-point; impedaaee ©aa lie realized as lossless two 
' terminal-pair network terminaved in a resistance that oan ■
always be normalised, at; one olm0 Darlington v s method of 
synthesis is, essentially a proeess in which the input '* 
inpedance function is expressed in terms of the open”circuit 
driring«point and transfer impedances of the lossless two 
t erminal-pair network o, : . Zheng the given driring-point 
impedance;function is written in .such a form that the 
■ open=>circuit parameters can he identified with- the terms 
in it0 ; :;:v I ;';;'; .'w'v : ' : . ., :

It is shown that an augmenting polynomial;that will 
yield a proper rational function for the transfer impedance 
always existsi fhe' open^cireuit driving~point impedances^ 
heing the ratio of even' to odd polynomials^ or rice versar, 
and heing of proper' f or% do not need augmentation<,;:

The ihree.;ppen^clrcult Impedances define a realiz-.
: able lossless two' terminal^pair' networks When terminated in 
a onetohmt-re Sistorj,:: this- network will yield the desired 
driving”point impedance ;fmnction.0

• Although Dariington«s method plays an important role ; 
in transfer function synthesi s9 and i s theroetioally inter# 
eStingg it. completely fails9 like . Brune * s method,, except - 
in some, rery , special-case s9 to dispense with mutual induct- 
anee when it is used for driring^point impedance synthesis^



; it may yield ,ne%wei$%; # #  .:are, m o # ; eoi#le%: -' :■ • .
than those ;hbtaine;< :hy Bra^ iathedeo • /■ : :='</ ; :v ,

. Those two features make Darlington»s method imprac
tical and 53 o o'oonly incidentally of interest as a means for • 
/the synthes^ of/hriyihg«tj©iht impedahGey;*:̂  ̂ : V'- -
::;': 'v . ■ '. • The belief that- the • synthesis of : a dr iving^point ' . ■:
•> funetion 'was impossible without,'matual inductaneo 'has 'rê. 
mained unchanged until 1949s when Bott and puffin introduced ; . 
their el a sale ■ workov > They were the first to illustrate that , 
any p0 r0 function could be realized without mutual induct» 
anceo This method^ like most other .’methods' discussed' here» 
starts with a 9alnimuiiwfimction:s • and then a' series of \. .•
similar .cycles is applied to it until: synthesis is completedo . 
Sa©h cycley:;'in essence6 is a process . in which the given .fune= ̂*"•«.    i t • • i , —7 - - - ’ " - * V' 1 - • •• • ■■■•.• ' >; i - - - * •• - -
tion;is■multiplied and divided by.an appropriate'augmenting 
Bhfwltẑ . binomial so that the function' can be split into 
two additive components that have •some''Specific properties^ / •

; .The- first component' must be. p© rQ and must have a . ̂
, zero at infinite frequency., and a l«a%is'_ zero at ' the realvfre= ; ;
quency where tt»@ is the .giyeh function real part zero.o This 
• real part will always • have one zero 'at/ leasts because the 
given func tion is minimum re si stive • ahd minimum conduct ive c ./ ;,

' • ■, •/ . / , Eo; Ao.''dulllemlng ̂ Synthesis of passive 'getworkso
Hew York: John Wiley and Sonss v"

■■■■r Bots and-: attdi: puff ina o cit> : ■ ':J;'■ '' •■ - . -■ * ■ t' v. .— 1 > CssdeeSaicS
;•. polynomial is said to be a'Birwlt2/polynomial; , ■■ 'if it has'all its zeros in the lef.t.U-half of the s=planec>



V, - second corap one nt also must be p<> r0 - and must
"bave a zenc zeno ' fneqnency^ It must- h.ave9 furthermore g- 
the property thatg . when. this; aerd.̂  ir. removed as a pole from ,,
' the reciprocal function^ ̂ the; remainder will have: a pole at ■ 
a. $- j 6s 0®: .ihen these two components are reduced to a mlnlmuia
reactive and | minimum suceptive* by removing the poles and : 
zeros oh' the imaginaryaxiss there' will be left two. remain- 
dersg which are the reciprocal of each othero '■ ,v; 1"

Thusg when the same cycle Is applied ;to both of the 
two; remaindered there' .will result a total of four remainders<> ; 
This f act ..leads' to the ■ eohoiusioh: that the . number of, 
remaindersd ■ and hence the mrnber of /network; elements re» . ' 
quiredg grows exponentially - with-the ̂number of cycles used9; . 
or'g in_ other' words9 with'the degree of the function poly= ; ' '
.̂2c#aal.o;.;;;;:;.; ; '--hi-: ^

’ For a' function of the - tenth degree$, 218 .element s - v 
are: reguired and;.for the 12th degree « lUs.2 elements must . • v 
be usedg and so Oho ; •Therefore g ■ the ■•Bott ;■ and. Duff in method ;, 
seeits .to' be using too ni8.ny redundant elements in order to '' 
dispense with mutual inductance s and be generalo ■■This: fact 
constitutes: the 'Birst.;:-drawback :pf .tho Bott.:and Buf fin pro- 
ceduret - It ISg however^ both. Interesting and important to 
note that the exponentially growing number of elements; would 
not have. come .about had one ended up with only one-remainder § ■ 
vinstead, -of ■ twoi : after ̂the first and every succeeding cycleo .



. If* a meihod yielding only one remainder after each 
cycle were fonndy_ and if it could.be applied-on some special 

;lelass; of tbs':po ro- family9 then that would be a step toward * 
v. the proposed goals ‘ ioe0 a reasonable number of element s for 
■ syntliesizitig. a rather special class -bf driving=point func« 
tionso ■ . : .■■■ ■? ; ,
• The :second drawback of this method is that it; sheds

very little;, light on the. re asoning and the logic behind the 
various steps, perforiteddin each ’:cycle.d. It follows a purely 
Biathematicalwpatterni the properties of. physical networks 
and p0 Vo functionsare. never made- use of to show - how the 
given function is split into two additive components0

■ The third drawback is■ that - the.synthesis procedure 
. involves.tedious and difficult computation such as solving 
'. a polynomial equation that is one- degree higher than the . : 
given functioho It - is not an easy'matter to solve an 
equation^ , .saŷ  of the Sth. degree., without. the aid of some 
sort of computing machihe& ' ' p - : ;

Heverthelessg in spite of these ' drawbacks3 -the Bott 
' and'Buffin procedure ..has.been the only, general method of 
transformeriess driv1ng-point function synthesise .Many 
variations' of this, methods none of; which• has been able to 

;t significantly reduce' the number of elements9 but which have 
. shed- more 'light on its logic,, have been' introducedo. - The 
main idea# however# has remained uhchangedo.



. ■ Miyatafs work ^ published in l9529 -deals with a ■ 
sp© o ial' ola ss of f and t ions $ and then©fon#g .falls to' be ■■■ gen- 
■ ©rail - '.If the real pant of a given function happens, to. have 
all positive coefficients in its' mmeraton9 or if it is 
possihle to siake the numepator have positive coeffioients. •• 
hy nslngpsome angmehtlhg thehg the.. •
glyen function will fall in the, special' class of functions 
that,:llyatats method can deal with#' Miyata shows thats 
having all positive coefficientss the real part can always 
he livl&el Ihto? additive, pantsf each of which has one tepm 
in its hvoaepatoPb These terms are those of the original 
' augmented.realvpart.d ; ’ 1" :f : T ;: ' 1'" 1' 'f, 't

It is also shovm that this partition-will.yield 
:po .f i,'funetions. that are easily , realized as lossless ladder 
networks each terminated in a single: resistance-o ' The-.
. serie s (or parallel) - connection - of these ladder networks ' : 
will provide "the desired networkq , :.. .
• .; ■ - - This > anethod dif f er s from the Bott and, Duff in pro
cedure in its being a one-shot method: and not requiring; a -• 
humber of; simliar cycle So Although the .number of elements 
required by: thy at â  s me thod in the 'high-order functions is 
far less thah, that, required by the Bott and Duff in procedure 
and although' it is logical in its reasoning5 it falls when . 
the even part of the ;.glven function̂ ; h jw ̂ serot "■ i. • '

.: ; : ' i . ; - o p 6 cit.6



; : :' : ' '' ' / ; . / "  ;:;;:ld
■■ To enre tliis defect 9 , Quillemin^ foimd that s ' when such 

; zeros are present in the real'pant5 an augmenting polynomial 
cah he:;Specif.ied so that the even part of the augmented 
fanction oan'he;'div 1 ded: into additive components each, of . ;

;> ishi.ch has. sll; .the, eyen-'part zeroso:,'. 'igprtaih. cpndit ipn,Sj, rhoW”, ■ 
ever9 are imposed rippn. the augmenting polynomial;.̂  'Which make, 

r .Its. spedifieatlon involve lengthy' trial and error'Paipnia« ̂h:; :;
t ions 6 ■ Each of. the ' oompdhent s '#iil::eprrespond to ;;a ' drlylhg=" '

; poihg fhhotidh't^ realized as a lossless ladder
. 'network 'terminafed in a lossless network' (with' j^axis zeros 
corresponding to all the real part zeros)' in parallel (or -i' 
series)': with’a re si stance & ' -

(ls>3'): Theyfethod.; Proposed - ;m m v.- ■■ y - : 1 •
- ' The method presented here •depends mainly on the : -.y.
analysis'of .the real part properties of the driving=ppint 
functions and the physical properties.of the ELG networks» y 
, - . hike : MiyataR.s method̂ , the function real partP , .
instead of the- function itself o: 1 s split into additive com=.
■■■. ponentso : Howevery, it is not a, one«= shot .method but requires 
a :number of ̂ cycles9 each of vdiich .reduced. the complexity of 
::the -fuhctlono ''’ phis sense9 it; can be considered similar ' 
tO' Brune-S s / method and: the Both and -Duf fin met ho do :
: ,It; 1 s. ohvious,.that9■' when ''toutual '1 Inductance is to be "

avoided: in any driving “point synthesis procedure 91 all .parts' '

Tgo Ao Guilleminp ppo citog p0 .lp.24j.31o



removed and1.all remaiiiders must be positive .and real<,. .
A p6 r© function is one whose real part does not go negative 
for any value of the real; frequency & thus s if the real 
part of the function;vahi,shes at certain Values ' of te » the 
real part of the component split- off from that function 
can not be positive (and hence Must be' zero) at every value 
of to at which the' real paht of. 'the original function van« - 
isheso " - i..,/", - _ - ' ■

Upon this principle^ the method presented here is 
based© The given function is split into two additive com” .
. ponehts, both of .whose real' parts have the same zeros as 
these of the original real part© If the real part of-the 
given function does. not vanish for any real value of #  9 it 
can easily be made to vanisha -.The partition is executed by 
' subtracting from the original function a. function whose real 
part .has; the- ’- same seroh as tho se of the original - f unction - 
real part 0 Ihrtheriiiorep the ;real'part of the - remoVed f u n o ; 
tion must not exceeds . at any value' of ̂  p the real part of , 
the original function© -A;.function that satisfies both of :- 
these conditions may be 'one. that; has the .same denominator 
as the . original function and has either the odd or the 
even polynomial of the denominator of the original function 
and a positive multiplier for numeratoro • The denominator ; 
even or odd polynomial chosen as numerator must have the 
same zeros as those of the original function real part<, 
butp of course9 of single order© This is generally



not times "but It ©an always be reallaedbythe aid of am . : 
amgrnetiting'polfmmiale :  ̂ r

; ,;-" V ; Sie.; poaitiTe maltipiiem E ma$ assmio vaimeg . that
itiilfkeep the real • pant of the component to be split- off 
less than or equal to .thevreal, part pf the origihal fmn©“ - .
tion at 'all, values of #  4 V^es© values of K range from ' if:
zero (a trivial ease) to ':a maxiWus value , whioh will ■ cause r

■ the femalnder to have s, new zero, at ffeiueney w *6 If ' . ’
■' eg happens to be either zero ' or' Inflmityg' E is given its . 
maxiireia,value0 The zero at zero or ’infinity, can then be 
femoyedd. This will leave a remainder that is •one: degree 
lower than> and has the same eharacteristics as those of9 
the augmented function^ .The ■ same; 'cycle can then be applied / 
as many times as needed without .any further augmentation. ■ 
and until .spathesis vIs':.Comoletedt,v ;;;V % ;-.f f,0 v ‘Vl. ■
v : 'Since ' the mmerator. Is the . even or' Cdd polynomial of
the denominatorP the part that is split off can easily be' p'

. reallz.ed as, a lossleSS' network in 'seriestor in parallel..
; with a: resist or & ,/ : f n , ' ; ; C : .  ' f rm; ,.
, . , ThuSg,:.each ' cycle' ih this method :i s merely splitting...
off from the original function a component which'is easy 
to. realize and. thereby leaving a 'remainder whose complexity 
is one degree lower than that of the previous. one<> Augment ac
tion may be needed in the first cycle only<, Each ,cyclep 
however^ leaves, only One remainder, that is one degree lower •.. 
than the previous.; one?1 and thus , the’ number pf . element e .

• not grow exponentially with the, degree of the given functiono



v; .r .. : . ■'.:v : ■ ■ v ■' ■
, . ;V v.:: 3?Ii©: general' topologioal form of the networks obtain- 
; ;ea; bj; tills1 m  tliod3: s ' a; parallel and. serie s connection of 
lossless 'networks: in series or . p ar al lei: Wi t h: re sis tors and ;■ 
reactive elements0 in certain special caseSs some var'ia- 
, tionsj, suck as the partial removal of: pole s at zero or 
infinity^ which, will re suit in different, topological ‘forms 
and reduce the number of elements^■may be introduced to this
'methods ; - • ' : ' ' ' ■■■ • •..

; ; This method, is general only in the sense that it. can- 
always be' applied if the .noriiber of;. elements; is not a limit”
. ing factoro In some "eases the, frequency at which the ,
real, part of the remainder is caused to vanish« Is not zero ■
; or infinity.9: but rather a finite non”zero value0 in order 
to remedy thisg the augmenting' polynomial must be of such 
a high degree. that the number of element s required, will be . 
greater than that required by the Bott and Duff in procedure o
, lt is found g howeverg - that if the real part, of the given ...
function has: only one j-azis zerog this method can. always 
be, applied'.with saving in. the number, of element s over the 
Bott and Ddffln procedure^ . '

(16%) Arrangement of the Material - . ' ■
The development ofvthe theory ,of the method present

ed In this thesis is given In chapter 2G . Ghapter 3 has two 
mimerical examples 'which Illustrates the computation'process 
used by thls methoda'' The diagrams of the networks are given
as wello ■ A;;:-,' .. . m .V"; - "'I-'' ' : ' -, ' , - v.



Gliapteii i{. includes a conclusion of this thesis 
and-the final remarks and suggestions for further' investiy 
gatiotiSr and ‘studies :.of the problem of driving=point imped
ance synthesis0 ; 'Vim - '
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' 'M~:̂ :): ''; SHSORY OFfSSS: PRafOSSQ BEO?HOI?' R;"'; f'

v (S&l). ■ PositiYe Real'Faa.ctloelŝ . . ' -
,' : A funetion of & eomplex variable s is'':.
.said to be positive raal. - (or 'po ' )  if it is' • real .for'. ;■' 
real values of ss and if it lias a positive real part for ’ 
values of s -with a, positive real part Q It can be shown _ - 
tliat the'nece'ssary and. s.ufficient eondition. for rational 
functions to be realizable as driving-point functions of - .
. passive9 linear networks is that the rational function beTf - •* * - • ► - ( . * r - -- - - 1 * ' ' * e
p0 .r0o 'The portion of this, condition which says that the 
function must have;a positive real'part for values of .s 
with positive real part is equivalent to the statement 
■ that; the, function must, be analytic in the. right half-plane. , 
of the" complex variable s and'must have a non-negative real 
part, f or pure imaginary values of's* In other words, if .; 
s s 6°-tr josp the familiar real part of the rational function, 
for. s ss >  must be. uOU-negatlye for all real Values of.w 
' - ■ '; The real,,part' for Is a rational function of

thus only.po sitive values of,y?. need be eohs 1 dered■ when ■ 
testing'for; pc rf character« '  'y' : ,

. 2-Por ■ a detailed discussion;-of .the properties of 
positive real functi©n4 see9 for example. Eh Ao Guilleman,The Mathematics of .Circuit Analysis, Cambridges Technology . .

s' John UTeyand Sons/lnco 9 ;'19d9» PPo
m-iiza* •' ■ ", " ; ;. . . ; ,



; Fin'&liy$,, the real gart of a pG r0 function 409s not 
liave ' real .zero's ' of odd m3.lt Ip lie it̂ri- the numerator poij= ) 
nomial has real zeros of even multiplicity and complex 
zeros in conjugate p a i r T h e  denominator poljnomialj, how™ 
ev&Tp has no real . zer'oS: and is always positive» ■ / / '

(2d2) General Conditions for Synthesis.'
111' hnOwn synthesis prOeedures for driving=point 

functions amount to a. way ■ in' which the function is "broken :
up into two or. no re additive component s.o These components .
, are then reduced in complexity so that they become less com
plex than . the given fumetion<>. If the components remain 
Po To9 then no transformers or mutual Inductances need be 
usedd The case when the given function is split into only 
two components9 each 'of .Which is Pd r<aa is of prime interest 
here d ; / ' . ■ . - ' - ' - . .

When an additive, component. is split off from a 
given functions, ■ the real part of that component is sub- . 
traeted from the real part, of the given function to leave 
the real' part of the remainder<, This is true because the ■ 
real part Of the sura is equal to, the sum of the real partso 
Hence9 if the p0 rQ character is to be preserved in the 
remainders, and if the component split off is to be also . ;;
Po rip the real part of the component must be non-negative 
and not greater than the real part 'of the given functlono 
If the real part! of the given'function vanishes af certain 
Values of ; &>s it follows that the real part of the .component ■



must also vanish at the same values of "beoause \if • it doe s’
: notg the.real part - of the remainder will be negative at least 
at those' values of w and the p0 rv character of the remain=
;; der is. destrojedc, fte eenditionSj,. theng must be satis™ - 
fled in order to remove a p0 p0 component and leave a : -r 
pc». r0 remaindero FirstP the. real, part of the component 
. must at all real, value's of 4> a . positive and not greater / 
than the real part of the. given funetiono ; Second^ the real ' 
part of the component must have -the same zeros^ as those • •' 
of the real part of the function̂ : Although the second con= ■; 
dltion-';is'. implied, by the first one9 the two conditions are 
stated separately for '.clarify and e.ohvenienceo ' • /

From the previous .discussion,, one can sum up the 
; general conditions for splitting an .-additive, component. 
from a given function and 'having a useful trahsfromerless 
synthesis procedure as. followsg I . . : ; .1:. ' "

' a) . The component that is split .off must' be less 
complex;, than the given function or , easy to realizeo . '; ;.
: : b) The real; part of the component must have the
.same aero S' as' the real part of the .given funetiono v If the ' 
given' functl on re al part has no zeross ' then the ' real part :. ■ 
of the component must have the same. absolute mxnimums. as ; ; 
those' of . the' given faction real ./part 6̂;'. .... x,.:. 1,

■ c) The component real part, must be non-negative ; /

' , isy the .zeros of the real partg • only the. real valueS::: 
of W' for which the' real part vanishes are meanto



and not greater • than .the given function real part at any 
real value of <»&. \ .

d) . $he remainder' mast be of less complexity than 
’the original. fUnefio.no /■' '

Conditions' (h} and (©). are equivalent to the cdndi= 
tion that requires ,the_' remainder to he pQ r<» „

The next .tasls is vtd .investigate the existance of" 
such . components; . ' . ; " .

, (2o:3) 1 hoglcal Solution ,' . - . •: "V '
. fn principle9 any ‘function that satisfies the set of : 

■ conditions discussed in ..the last-; section $nay - he used as; a . . 
component to he split off from the function at hahd% . Thong 
another function with similar properties may he suhtracted 
from the remainder and: so on. until 'the final ..remainder is 
simple enough to he'' .synthesised hy inspection., at. which. , , 
point synthesis is corapletedo Qnce such a'function is >
. found9 the problem is, solved as "far as the. theory- IS' con- 
c erne do - ft is Obvious that such a synthesis procedure will 
always leave ' only one remainder If the component -remoyed 
is completely realisable by inspectiono ■ Hences. the main 
idea now is . to develop a procedure which will have the 
. advantage ;of leaving only one remaindero

It - Is essential to consider .further properties of 
the component to' be ■ removed* ; i ̂ ea^se. an/cperation of sub= . 
traction. is involved in splitting .off that ■ component, and; ■■ ■ •'

: .because a. simpler remainder rather than, a more complex one



is sought, the component to be split off must have the same 
denominator as that of the given function. The numerator, 
however, must have such a form that it will permit immedi
ate realization of the component without leaving any remain
der.

One such numerator is the even or the odd polynomial
of the given function denominator with a positive real 
multiplier. More formally, let the given function be of

and odd polynomials, respectively, of the numerator, while 
m2 and n2 are the even and odd polynomials, respectively, 
of the denominator. Thus, the proposed component to be 
split off from P(s) may be

m2 -*- n2
where K is a positive real multiplier. The real part of 
G-(s) can easily be found as

where m2 and n2 are understood to be evaluated at s r jcj* 
Condition (b) of section (2.2) means here that 

m2 must have the same real zeros as those of the real part 
of F(s) which can be calculated to be

form F(s) - ml +  nl 
m2 +  n2 , where m^ and n^ are the even

Re((x(j Co)) a (2.2)

Re(F) z (2.3)
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Or, m2 and - n^i^) have the same zeros. If this is
true, it follows that when m 2  vanishes, n^ must vanish (n£ 
can not vanish with m2 since this would mean that F(s) 
has j-axis poles.) F(s) is assumed to be a minimum func
tion. Hence, will automatically have the same zeros as 
m2 if condition (b) is satisfied.

On the other hand, the proposed component function 
may take a similar form of (2*2), i.e*

G , ( s ) = _ f ! ----  (2.4)
^  +  n2

If G*(s) is to satisfy condition (b), a similar argument 
can be applied to show that ^  and m^ must have the same 
zeros, except, of course, for.the zero at zero. Therefore, 
condition (b) can be satisfied by having either or ^  
have the same zeros as the real part zeros of F, and by 
splitting off either G or G*, respectively.

Except incidently, however, a given function F will 
not have either m2 or n2 having the same zeros as its real 
part, one is attention is, therefore, turned toward employ
ing the augmenting polynomial which will bring about one of 
the properties needed to satisfy condition (b)• In other 
words, F(s) is multiplied and divided by an augmenting poly
nomial so that either the even or the odd polynomial of the 
denominator of the resulting function will have the same 
zeros as the real part of F(jcv)•

Let the augmenting polynomial be PQ 3 mQ +  n0, 
where mQ and nQ are the even and odd polynomials of P0*



Multiplying F(s) and dividing it by the same quantity 
will not alter its value* Let PQ be such a quantity; 
one can then write :

Separating the resulting even and the odd polynomials, one 
gets:

The condition that either the even or the odd polynomial 
of the denominator of F(s) of equation (2*5) must have the 
same zeros as its real part means now that either
n2no) ov (^2^o n2m0) Must have the same zeros as Re (?).
Because PQ may be any Hurwitz polynomial, its existance 
is intuitively possible* It will be proven presently that 
there always exists such a polynomial*

Actually, if Re (F(jwO ) vanishes at or- 0^2 *

then to specify P@, one may write (m^m^ -h n2nQ) s 0 at 
co'z Or:

n2 h© |cus ̂ 1, Gv2*»*»*'n
Equation (2*6), for instance, means that the problem of specify
ing P0 is reduced to that of finding a reactance function.

_ ( V o  + nXno) + (min0 + nimo) fr> ^■PvSJ S % ' r .  r -  T r T 1 r r  T- -  -  r j 1 - - r -  - .  r /
(m2m0 + H2ik>) -f (™2̂ o ■+ n2mo)

m2 _ mo (2.6)
^2 “o * * eCun

The alternative condition is (mgn^ 4r ngm^) - Q * Or:

m2
n2

m. (2.7)
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which is equal to the negative of at : 4^, ^ 2' * * *
Prom this fact, a simple graphical method of finding PQ 
can be deduced* The graph of - (̂ 2/^2) can Plotted and 
a suitable reactive graph intersecting the first one at 

•• • will be that of mo/^*
To prove*** the existance of P0, one can write:

(1112%4- n2n0) - (<v>2 -co J) (w2 - cv|)***(q,2 -co2) (2.8)

which places the zeros of (mg^o -+* n2no) evidence* The 
real part of P(jtu) possesses the same zeros but in double 
order* If the expression (2.8) is considered to be the 
real part numerator of some rational function H, so that

Re(H(j<v)) - m2mo -V n2no (2.9)
m2 - ni

Then the function H(s) itself can easily be seen to be

H(s) - m°. ~ ■ (2,10)

H(s), of course, is not a driving-point function as it has 
all its zeros in the right half-plane* Nevertheless, the 
problem of specifying PQ is reduced to that of finding a 
rational function from its real part; since if (mQ - nQ) 
is known, m@ and nQ can be immediately seen* The solution 
can be always obtained by one of the standard procedures

^This proof is based upon one given by E* A* Guillemin in his book. Synthesis of passive Networks, op* cit», p* l\2.0



of this problem* One can say nothing, however, about wheth
er or not the polynomial thus found is a Hurwitz polynomial. 
If it is not, surplus factors of the form (-<*2 4- *§), with 
Ufa left unspecified, can be injected into the expression 
of Re (H) so the resulting (m0 4- nQ) will be a Hurwitz poly
nomial.

Thus, the existence of PQ which will fulfill condi
tion (b) is now guaranteed although its degree might be 
relatively high.

In practice, however, Pq can more easily be deter
mined by assuming unspecified coefficients such as aQ, a^, 
a£, •••an* Then, in the familiar manner, (m^^ 4" ngn^) is 
set equal to zero at each of the values Uj s w  2> • • • ev'n
and the simultaneous equations obtained are solved for 
al, a2,#*#an* first trial may not yield a Hurwitz poly
nomial; the degree of the assumed polynomial should then be 
raised and the same process repeated until a Hurwitz poly
nomial is obtained. It should be noted that if, for 
instance, (m^m^ +  n2nô  fails to yield, say, a first degree 
Hurwitz polynomial, (B^n^ 4- n^m^) may yield such a poly
nomial. The degree of P0 is governed by the complexity and 
mainly by the number of zeros of the real part of the given 
function. However, there is no set rule for predicting 
the degree of Pq beforehand; each specific function may 
give a clue which will help in deciding the degree of P0. 
naturally, this degree should be kept as low as possible to 
realize the given function with as few elements as possible.
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If equation (2.1) is rewritten in the following
manner

(2.11)
one can observe that G can readily be realized as a loss
less network in series or parallel with a resistance 
depending on whether P is an admittance or an impedance 
function, respectively. This is true because ng/mg can 
always be realized as a lossless network as long as 
(m2 4" J^) is a Hurwitz polynomial. But the Hurwitz char
acter of (n̂ "*" i^) ,is implied in the assumption that the 
given function is p. r.. Hence condition (a) of section 
(2*2) Is always satisfied* Condition (c) is next con
sidered. It can easily be seen from equation (2*2) that 
the numerator of the right-hand number is always positive 
as it is a positive constant multiplied by the square of 
a real quantity. The denominator is also positive; as
2 pm2 is always positive and n§ is always negative. Hence, 

Re(Cr) is positive for all real values of v. A similar 
argument may be used to show that the analogous function 
G-t(s) of equation (2.1i.) has a real part that is also pos
itive for all real values of cj • Once one writes

then it can be seen that the numerator is always positive.
In equations (2.2) and (2.12), K acts as a control-

Re(Gt(j<v)) (2*12)



ling parameter which keeps Re(G) and Re(Gt), for all 
real values of cv , not greater than Re(P)« In other words, 
because K is left unspecified up to this point, it can be 
given a small enough value to make Re(G) or Re(G-t) not 
greater than Re (P) along the whole j*/- axis#

Thus, by assigning the proper value to K> condition 
(c) of section (2*2) can always be satisfied. The remain
ing condition is condition (d) which will be taken up next.

Suppose that when either G or G*, with a certain 
value of K which satisfies condition (d), is subtracted from 
P, the remainder is left with a zero at zero or infinite 
frequency. When this zero is removed in the usual manner, 
a function which is one degree lower than the augmented 
given function is left* The function that remains after 
the zero is removed will not usually be of lower degree 
than the unaugmented function, but it will have the prop
erty which is introduced by augmentation to the original 
function. Stated in a different form, the property that 
either the even or the odd polynomial of the function denom
inator (or numerator) has the same zeros as those of the 
function real part will be preserved throughout the pro
cess of subtracting G (or G l) and removing the zero from 
the remainder. Moreover, the real part of the final remain
der will retain all the zeros of the original real part. 
Therefore, augmentation is only needed in the first cycle. 
The degree of the remainder is reduced one degree every 
time the cycle is used. To make the previous statements



fully acceptable, one can write the remainder after sub
tracting, say, G from F as follows: '

R(s) 2 P(3) - G(3) S
mg ng mg 4r ng

where m * s and n*s are assumed to be those of the augment
ed function. Combining terms, one gets

(m% - Kmg)
R(S) m —  ■ mg ̂  ng

It can be seen that mg of the denominator and n^ of the 
numerator are left intact; the even polynomial of the 
denominator and the odd polynomial of the numerator still 
have zeros of the real part.

Now, R(s) is assumed to have a zero at either zero 
or infinite frequency. To show that the removal of that 
zero will not spoil the properties of R(s), one can 
represent the removal of such zero, the one at infinity, 
for instance, as follows:

R(s) - l/R(s) - bs a m2 + n2 - bs, or:
(mi - KftgJ+n!

g - (m2 - bsn^) ± (ng - bsm^t Kbsn^) (2#ll|.)
(mi - ©ng) f ni 

The numerator even polynomial (mg - bsni) of the express
ion above will have the same real zeros as the original 
real part since both mg and ni have those zeros, ni# the 
odd polynomial of the denominator of R, satisfies the con

(2.14)
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dition by hypothesis# If one then considers ^he fact 
that removing any zero at infinity (or zero) frequency 
is merely subtracting an amount from the imaginary part of 
the function and leaving the real part intact except for 
zeros at zero ir infinity, it becomes clear that R(s) will 
have a real part with the same zeros as the original real 
part# Hence, applying the cycle of this method on 3 can 
be carried out without any further augmentation since R 
already possesses the properties which would be brought 
about by augmentation. Successive application of this syn
thesis cycle on the remainder will surely then reduce the 
complexity of the augmented function until synthesis is 
completed#

It is very important at this stage of the discussion 
of condition (d) to note that the assumption that it is 
possible to create in the remainder a zero at zero or 
infinite frequency has been made# The validity of this 
assumption will be discussed now.

First, the condition for creating a zero at zero 
frequency will be considered. From equation (2#13), it can 
easily be seen that R(s ) will vanish at zero frequency 
if and only if the constant coefficient of the numerator is 
zero# Since this constant coefficient can be expressed as 
(a*Q - Kbt0), where at0 and bt0 are the constant coeffic
ients of mi and mg* respectively, it can be seen that it 
will vanish if K is given the value (a^bt^)# This ratio
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is equal to the ratio of the constant coefficients aQ and 
bQ of the numerator and denominator, respectively, of the 
augmented function. Hence, the condition for creating a 
zero at zero frequency in R(s) becomes:

K a &o/bo (2.15)
K, however, must satisfy another condition arising 

from the requirement that R(s) be a p. r. function. In 
a mathematical form, this condition can be expressed as

2Re (R) - Re (P) - Re (G) = % %  ~ nln2 ~ ^ 2  2 o (2.l6)
mg -

which is understood to be valid for all real values of o# 
Because the denominator of the real part of R is always 
positive, the condition of equation (2*l6) is equivalent 
to

(m̂ nV) - nln2) “ Km^ z 0 (2.17)

Using the value K given in eq. (2*1$), one can rewrite 
(2*17) as

(m]Bi2 - nln2̂  - (*0 / ^ 4  (2#3B)

Since m§ is a positive quantity, one can write:

(~1"2 : ̂  ? « v » o  (2.i9)

The mis and nis in eq* (2*19) are those of the augmented 
function, and the condition must hold for all real values
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of w. The numerator of the left-hand member of eq.(2.19) 
can be considered as the product of(m^ - n§), terms of 
the form (u2 -tu2)2, where n = 1, 2,...n and <*>n is a 
real zero of the real part, and an even p • r. polynomial

pA(cac) with no real zeros* The denominator of the same 
member, however, can be expressed as the product of the same 
terms of the form (t*2 -t%)2 and an even p. r. polynomial 
B(c^) • The terms of the form (cĵ  - will cancel leav
ing equation (2*19) in. the formt

A (to2) • (m̂  - n̂ )
B(«£)

Z ao/bo (2.20)

This inequality is the condition for p* r*. R(s), 
when K is given the value (ao/bg), so that R(s) will also 
have a zero at zero frequency. The condition, however, for 
R(s) to have a zero at infinite frequency is that its 
numerator must be one degree lower than its denominator, 
or the coefficient of the highest power of s in the 
numerator must vanish* If the augmented function has an 
even degree, then giving K the value (a^/b^) will make 
R(s) have zero at infinite frequency* a*n and b^ here are 
the coefficients of the highest power of s in the numerator 
and denominator, respectively, of the augmented function 
which is assumed to have an even degree* Since the ratio 
(atn/btn) is equal to the ratio (a^/bn), where an and bn are



those of the unaugmented function, one can write the 
condition for having an R(s) with a zero at infinity as:

In the same manner in which condition (2.20) is establish
ed, the condition for a p. r* R(s) when K is specified by 
equation (2.21) is found to be:

If the augmented function is of an odd degree, then 
another immediately realizable component may be subtracted 
from it. This component has a real part expressed by:

It is evident that G^(s) has a zero at zero frequency. When 
Gq(s) is subtracted from the augmented function, K may be 
given such a value that a p. r. remainder with a zero at 
infinite frequency is left.

part, then G*(s) of eq. (2.ij.) must be subtracted from the 
augmented function. Since ^  does not have a constant
coefficient, it is possible to create a zero in the remain
der at infinity only. This requires the augmented function 
to be of an odd degree and K to take the value of (2.21).
To ensure a p. r. R(s), condition (2.22) must be satisfied.

K s an/bn (2.21)

A(o2) (m2 - n2) (2.22)

Re(Gl(jw)) = _ n| (2.23)

If, however, is made to have the zero of the real
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Again, an alternate immediately realizable function 

G*l(3) may be used. The real part of Gy( j cu ) is given by

-Kn|/W 2 
=     (2.21).)

- 4
G*^(s) will have a zero at infinity. When G^i(s) is subtract
ed from the augmented function, a p, r, remainder with a zero
at zero frequency may result in if K is given the proper value.

Prom all of this, it can be concluded that, in order 
to create a zero at zero or infinite frequency in the re
mainder, one of the four functions G, G*, G]_, or G 1̂ , given 
by eqs, (2,1), (2,1{.), (2,23), and (2,2lj.), respectively, 
may be subtracted from the augmented function. The corres
ponding conditions in each case must be met, however. Since
the use of G% and G 1̂  will require extra elements, they
should be used only after G and G* are found not to yield 
the proper remainder i,e, a p, r, remainder with a zero 
at either zero or infinite frequency. It has not been 
proven, however, that the simplest possible augmenting 
polynomial {(Which makes mg or ng have the real part zeros) 
will always permit the subtraction from the augmented func
tion of one of the four functions mentioned above so that 
a p, r* remainder with a zero at zero or infinity is left.
It is felt that raising the degree of the augmenting poly
nomial should always enable one to sucessfully synthesize 
a given function by this method. In the next section, a
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summary of the steps of specifying a satisfactory augment
ing polynomial is included.

(2#lj.) An Outline
The main task in this method of synthesis is the 

determination of a satisfactory augmenting polynomial.
Once this is done, one of the components G, G*, G%, or G*^ 
is subtracted from the augmented function* The constant 
multiplier K is given a value that will yield a p. r. 
remainder with a zero at zero or infinite frequency* If 
no such value can be found for K, then the degree of the 
augmenting polynomial is raised and the same process is 
repeated* The following steps outline the actual method 
of determining the required augmenting polynomialt

1$ Multiply and divide the given function F^s) by 
an augmenting polynomial P0(s) with unspecified coeffic
ients* The degree of P0,as,a first estimate, may be 
taken equal to the number of the real part zeros of F*

2* Set m2 of the augmented function equal to zero 
at each of the real part zeros* Solve simultaneously the 
resulting equations for the coefficients* If no Hurwitz 
polynomial can be obtained, set n2, instead of m2, equal 
to zero at each of the real part zeros and repeat the same 
process*

3* If step 2 does not yield a Hurwitz polynomial, 
raise the degree of the polynomial with the unspecified 
coefficients and repeat step 2*



. ko SEbfoaet' fI’om.'-the angmen’bed funetion either @ 
or Gr«p given "by eqso {2o,l) and (2ol|-)s whichever is applies. 
able0 G-ive K a value; that will yield a __po r0 • remainder' with 
a zero.at zero or infinite frequencyo

, ■ ‘ If this can not tie done for either Of or CH>'; ■ ,
shift to the reo^procal funetion and repeat step l̂o

' .Ai'; St. ' If step ti does not yield a p0 ro remainderuse ; 
or and- repeat steps 1l and 5 o :

■ 7o If step 6 does not yield a p<>: remainder •
either9 raise'the degree of the polynomial and repeat steps 
1 through 7o • If is feIt that ■&.'few situations'; like this - •
will be enoounteredo •

(2o5) Two Remarks ' ' ' . ,
■ ; " ■ yirst^: when applying" this method to an Impedanoe ;

• eh- admit tan© e funotioh of ■ the second degree 9, one •hotlees : 
that the "network hbtained is identioal with that obtained ; ■
by the Bott andiBttffin procedure0 ■ This "is ;.only’ true for:- 
fractions of the second degree 9 howevero The first example 
in chapter "3 - Illustrates this .facto; " V . ;
. Seconds one can always, try9 for the sake of saving "
in the number of elements^ to partially remove the ' Created 
zero at zero or infinite frequency so ■'that a j-axis pole 
is created-at one of the real part zeroso To test whether' 
or not this .Is possible in a given situations one has only 
tie calculate9 at the real part. zeros>:the values of the , 
fttnetion and oa%)are - them, with the total removable value : .



at; the _ same zeros of. the. zero at aero or Infinity, Whoa 
thl3 j/taxls pole Is removed9 it may be possible to create, 
another' 5 =■ axis pole at another real part zeroo Occasional” 
ly9 it is possible to create-and.remove j-axis poles,at all 
real part zeroso- This idea may prove very helpful in 
Pertain cases,, expecially when the nranber of 'elenients is ■ 
to, be : kept; a s small; as' po s s ible o " ; ;; ' '

In - the f ollowing .chapter - two - numerical examples 
are given to:lllnstrate:;;the 'coznpntatlonal steps encountered 
in the method of this thesiŝ ,:; ' !



CHAPTER 3

HOMERICAL EXAMPLES

(3*1) A First Example
Consider the following simple function

z(’> = <3-1'

whose real part is

R(S(j«)) (<v2 - 2)2
i P i -   °-21pwhere B(w^) is of no importance now* Since there is only 

one real zero in the real part, an augmenting binomial is 
sufficient* Let that binomial be (s * aQ) * Setting (m^m0 
~ nlnd 0(lual to zero at s -2 yields:

(s2 l)s T  (s)aQ - 0
S2 a -2

or Qq s 1 (3+3)

The numerator of the augmented function real part will be:

Mi z (<*>2 - 2)^ (w2 -f 1) (3+^)

G(s) can be written as
Ktaa K(2s2 +• If.)G(s) =

“2 +• n2 (2a^ + 4) +  (s-̂ -f 5s) 
(3.5)

35
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whose real part has the numerator

Mg = 4k(<i»2 - 2)2 (3.6)

subtracting (3*6) from (3#1|.) one gets

M - Mg r (co2 - 2)2 (%2 + 1 - 4k) (3.7)

In order for (M - Mg) to have a factor ̂  so that the 
remainder will possess a zero at zero, one must set

K = i (3.8)
which yields

M - Mg = c!(<v2 - 2)2
which is still p* r** G(s) of (3*5) becomes

.(.» = .Vv y y ;  21, (3.9,

Subtracting G(s) from the augmented function must yield
a p* r* function with a zero at zero. This is:

(s2-t s t l)(s +  1) - (is2 + 1)
R(s) s Z(s)-G(s)«--- -------- -------------------—

s*2 i- 2s2 f gst y.

or: R(s) w A3 ^  3/2 a2 t  ga .
s^ -*• 2s2 4- 5s 4

Removing the zero at zero yields

*!<•> = V H C ,  =



whose realization is obvious* The full decomposition of 
Z(s) can be exhibited as:

Z(s) =  i-------  •+     (3,10)
 ___  + PA  l . S-5 + 5s

1 +

where the first and second terms of the right-hand side are 
H(s) and G(s) respectively. It is easily noticed that the 
decomposition of eq* (3#9) is identical with that obtained 
by the Bott and Duffin procedure. The resulting network 
is shown in Figure (3*1)*

(3*2) A Second Example
Now the following function of the 4th degree is to 

be synthesized:

Z(S) _ 3̂ 4- 20/3 33+  17/3 a2 +  62/3 3+ 2/3
3^ +  a3-). 11 a2 + 5 3  +  24

(3.11)
Its real part may be written as

(v2 - I)2 (<u2 - I4.)2Re(Z(M)= -----— gt----------B(c^)



392Let P@ % s a^s 4r aQ by the augmenting polynomial. Set
(mom2 nom2^ Gqual to zero at - -1 and This
yields the following equations:

7a0 - 2ai = 7
, (3.12)ao -h al = 4

Solving simultaneosly, one gets:
ao : 5/3
. 1  =7/3 U -13>

The augmenting polynomial becomes:

Po = s2 + 7/3 3 + 5/3 (3.14)

After multiplying and dividing Z(s) by PQ, one gets for G-(s)

. k(36+ 1 5 + 54s2-*■ 40)G(3) = — r-----    =--------;--- -----
(3° \ 1534 ■+ 54s + 4) + (10/3 s5 4 98/3 33+ 193/3 s) 

(3.15)
The real part of G is

Re(G(jto)) s K(-tu6 + 15^ - 34«^+ 40)2 (3.1o)

Subtracting (3#l6) from the real part of the augmented 
impedance of (3.11), one gets the real part of R 
Re(R(j<*)) =
(te2 - I)2* (w2 - 4)2' ((l-k)iv^ +  (19/9+ 20K)i,2 +  25/9 - 100K)

In order to have R(s) with a zero at either zero of infinite 
frequency, K must be given either the value of l/36 or 1, 
respectively. Since only K * 1/3^ will yield a p. r. R(s^,
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this value must be chosen. This choice yields the follow
ing expression for R(s):
R(s) = 2(s) - G(s) -

35/36 s^4r 9ŝ 4r 809/36 + k-5s3 -\r 3ip./6 ŝ -t* 36s
s^ 4- I0/3 3^ + 15a^ 4- 97/3 s3 + 5I4.S2 -i- 193/3 s + 40 ^

Removing the zero at zero, one writes:

1____ - + 365/162 +• 5a3 + 1193/162 a2 +  43 + 32/27
R (a) 35/36 a5 + 93^ 1-' 97/3 s3 +  5^s2 + 193/3 3 + 1̂ 0

8

Let now the first term of the right-hand side be (s), i.e.

3^ +  365/162 3% + 5s3 + 1193/162 S2 + lj.S + 32/27

4-

Yl(s) -
35/36 3̂  +  93^ -t 809/36 3-3 +  14.532 + 34l/6 3 + 36

The even polynomial of the numerator and the odd polynomial 
of the denominator of Y^(s) still have the same zeros of the 
original real part. The same cycle can be applied again 
without any further augmentation. Let

q0(8) s K» (93^ -f 4ga2 + 36)
35/36 a-* +• 93^ 4 809/36 a3 +■ 4$3^ + 34l/6 3 + 36

(3.18)
be the component to be removed from Yx(s)# To determine 
the value of KJ, one must subtract the real part of G0(s) 
from that of Y]_* The real part of the remainder R» can 
be written as:



1*0

Re (Rt(j«»)) - (w2 ~ I)2 (v2 ~ I*)2 (3^/36 t-*2-*- (8/3 ~ 8lK«))
B*«(cj2)

This indicates that one must set K* « 8/2l{.3# For this value 
of K*, R*(s) becomes:

R»(s) - Yi(s) - G0(s) s

3^ + 317/162 3^-t ga3 + 9g3/l62 32 4 lj.3________
35/36 3^ t 93^-(• 809/36 3^ + i|.5e +  3i)J-/6 S + 36

Removing the zero at zero yields:

1____________________ 35/36 (3!*+ 5s2-* If.)   . 9
Rt(s) 3^ + 317/162 s3+ 5s2+  953/162 3 + Ij. 3

Let Z2(s) be the remainder expressed by the first term of the 
right hand side* Zg can written as:

22 - z ,3'191

which can immediately be realized* The complete decomp
osition of Z(s) given in eq* (3*11) can now be written as 
follows:

Z(s) 2 G(s) 4  — -------------     (3.20)
10/9 3 + 0o3 -h -----------------

9/3 + Z2(s)

where G(s), G0 (s), and Z2 (s) are given by eqs* (3*1^), (3»l8), 
and (3*19) respectively, with K 2 l/3& and K* - 8/2i{.3* The



network realizing Z(s) according to the decomposition of 
eq. (3.20) is given in figure 3*2 The total number 
of elements is 20. This number can be reduced to 19 if the 
zero at zero, instead of totally, is partially removed 
from R(s) of eq. (3*17) so that a j-axis pole is created 
at s^ a
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OOHGLUSIOHS. AKD SUGGEST IOHS

(4o 1) ' A Ĵ armnary of the' proposed Method - '"
.This thesis -presents a .method for.trahsformerless 

•driving-point impedance synthesis in which ah ddgmenting 
polynomial is an', essential artifice.o" The main idea of 
. this method is the' removal' of an immediately realizable 
component from the augmented function so that a less complex 
remainder is left & Applying this cycle as many times; as 
needed will yield- thS" complete synthesis of the given func^

" -tioha* 'd g, - '  d'yV' \ \  - -V'
::: -v The immediately realizable component is a function
which hdsvthe:, same, denominst.or as the given, function and has 
for a humerator the, even . or odd. polynomial of "the" denoslna^ 
toh# -A,;constant multiplier is attached to the numerator ®! 
this - c omponent as a. controlling fact or o The augmenting ' . ;, 
polynomial must be cho sen so that the re suit ing even Or : 
odd polynomial of the augmented function denominator will 
haye tjis ’ Zeros of the original real part o If this oondi^ ' 
tlong coupledfwith;the Eurwit z character, requirements5 is 
•imposed, upon the augmenting polynomial to he usedg the' 
coefficients Of that polynomial may'be foundo

- , once the .necessary augmenting .polynomial 1 e specie 
fled# the component to be removed can readily be .donstructedo 
The positive multiplier .attached' tb->this -' component function



masr assume any value ■ that will; keep 'the real part of the 
Ggmpeheht lese ,thah -.or equal to the real part of the given .. 
/fuhetien at al 1 real' values of-'0 9 HdWevers since a less 
■: complex remainder.; must : be %left>" one , must chopse :a:; value for ' 
the ppsltive multiplier; Such that the real part of the " ' 
remainder will vanish at wither zero or inf ini te frequency 0 .

. ̂ i^-'me.aha .'that the remainder itself will have a zero at 
zero or infinite frequency0 1/hen this zero is removed, 
a remainder which is one degree ’less complex than, and 
has the same characteristics as-o those of the augmented

- * - - - » •- , * - * • . ’ *»■%.  ̂ * 1 ■ - - ^  r . > i- - - » ■' i. . . T • - - 1-44 »

function is lefto Repeated application of this cycle is 
■ possible without any furtheraugment at ion» ■
1 _ ' ; The ' main advantages of this synthesis procedure 
ares • :  ̂ :: . h.: ; - . , . ' ' ' '
' - ■ ; lo Every; time the synthesis, cycle is applied^, one 

remainder. is 1 eft o Thls9 then9 will not yield an exponent ; 
ti ally growing 'number, of element s0 In thevhigh ..order 
impedance functionsa the. saying in elements oyer the Bott 
and Duff in procedure for instance 9 . will be greats ' This, 
is especially true whenever the number of real part zeros ■ 
is smallo v;
; ■' The amount of computation involved in using this
method, is generally. smal 1 o . Th^ main task encountered, is the 
det eraination of. a; sat i sf actory . augmenting •. polynomi alo.. Thi s ■ 
.proves to be si^le and; straight^fqrWardy ■ :

Finally9 the-■ reasoning on which • this .method is .



i>asf4 /Sheds, more light on . the prohlem of driving-spoint. ..
. irapedance _synthesis than does the _ Bott and Duffin . prdeednh©
. in its purely mathematieal nature6 : ' ‘ • . ■
/v:, A s  for the drawbackss ■ this method requires,, in . 
certain : cases>: a. greater ̂ mmher 'ofpeleraenfcs than that, 
required by the Bott and Duffin procedure^ . ■ lhis: ;is' to '
say that -when the.̂ inmaber of element s is - a limiting- f actor s 

' there exist some eases for'which it becomes more •economical 
to tts© the Bott .and Baffin procedure0 In certain:other<  ' - - - = • •  -  ̂ ’  -  • - •   ̂ •* - , ■ ‘ • - ' • *  * T  * ,  *  '' ‘ *  * ;4 • -  . - -  i  - «  <  •- • • ’ - '  . - • = . »  .r "

. casesj, however s especially when' considering high"order func=' 
tionsp the saving in elements is considerable% 'v:: y: ■- ';

; Moreover9 no definite rule has been establishedr, 
by'which one can pfedict whether or n o f f o r  a given func~ 
tions a saving; in the: number, of element s will occuro 
; One can qnly assert that there saying
in the number' of element s ' wheneve r the given f uhctlpn i s;

.• higher than the mcond 'degree and possess.es a;' rSal ps.ht ;
with only one' zerot More generally9 the; fewer real "peart . \

' zeros there are in the given. func t long the fewer 'element's 
; are required6 fo make a general observation thens one may 
state that the use of 'the. ■•proposed method will be advanta= . 
geous wheneyer the number- of the real part zeros is small . , - 
in comparison with the degree of the functiono

: ;f^2) "̂ suggestions for Additional .Re search ... :
-' ihere are' -stlll 'many unsolved/ .prbblems y'ln the f ield 

of- drivihg-polnt impedance synthesis-» A few of these, prob»



l©ms will be laentioned firsts ihen the possible extensions - • 
of the method presented' in. this ''thesis; hrlefly h ' .
' discussedo ; ." . ■' ■v;i. i v ' '■ :v";. ': ' . .̂1/
'. ' ' I y' ‘ ■ ; €n@; of' 'the:main ■ nnsolred: :prohleto s,' in driving-»point 
' synthesis impedahoe .synthesis 1 s the" development of ...4 
' fully general synthesis procedure which usesno transform^• 
ehs or mutual .induo tances . 'and r e gulre: s' fewer', eleme nt s than 
the Bott -̂  #he,Bott:'and-IMffih-:prOr. 1
cedure- is the' only general method of synthe sis .which is. 
both systematic and transformerless^.but the exponentially .■ 
growing.,/namber of - elements makes, it .ob jectionable when ', 
the; degte.e of the. ̂ function 1 S/tilghef than the . second degreso 
1 v \ , Another.'Unsoivedrproblem is the determination of a ' , 
syhthesis method, by which a given' function'': can be . realized; ,. 
by a network with - a.'s topological conf igasabion0 :. In
Other - wbrdsl if . a function:- and a, general topological form .,. ' 
are, ;given9 y . the. met hod :-.to.': be found should, realize the given 
function by: a netwOfk which ̂̂ h^ the given fom0 ' A more 
basic question should probably:,be considered first, namelyr, 
the . question concerning'; the limitations of such a..methodo . • 

A third problem is the development of a synthesis ' : 
procedure which permit s : specif ying that the value s 'of . the 
blepent s .;mnst/hot /'bo'̂ greater than certain given limit ŝ  - 
; ' As to:,the extension of the proposed method present” , 
hd in.bblr areas that deserve
further inyestlgabion, and; r e s e a r c h o . : : ...



'' X v : a- %-(̂  ;\ ■ ■ : ^  '' ■;
L:';; , Firstg there 'is the task df extending this method

so ;that,̂  aseh^ing i in . the:̂3â  eloiftehts will always ocGur0
. , This may include discovering more immediately realizable 
' : Itahetions- whleh have the same denominator as the given
- fnnotion al Upon subtracting one of these .

functions 'from the augmented function̂ ' the remainder must9 
1 :-'of' eoufse:9;vhe reduced in ooriiplexityo 1 ; \

. .' Secpnd9 the sp eolfie ' ela ss of func ti ons to - which the 
. method of this thesis is eoonomiGally ' applied should •'be •'

 ̂<1 exactly deflnedl; Since thephmnbep of elements is;generally a 
' de'cisive! factor' in choosing a particular synthesis' aethod^

'':it ILa important to know bef orehand Whether or no t a; saying '• ' 
in eletients will occuro Gne may attempt to develop any ■
. pbsslble relation between the . number of the real part •

'•:. zeros and the degree of, a giyen function.: on one hand; .and •:
;;’ the npmber of : ©lementS'-reqUired . tplp^thesize that function ' 
r ' "on; the;: other I; h;;;-1; ,: :: , :  ̂ 1.' ' . ■
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